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RAMBLINGS
by fowling*

STUDENT PUBLICATION OF EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE'

UNITED WE STAND
During the pasf. few years the
government has twen conspicuous
in its creation of alphabetical
agencies. There is an agency to
^command almost every situation,
eign and domestic. However,
is an increasing need for
other agency, an agency
^should have as its purpose
ervlslon of the amalgamate Ingredients of the
Pot" .
[the past we have been ext^aky fortunate in that "racial"
difficulties occupied a theatre of
minor importance. The immigrant
accepted blindly the new "traditions" which made ..him an
American without apparent antagonism. In the great era* of
immigration we Americans were
egotistical enough to assume that
our environment was of such a
nature as to completely fuse those
already here with the newcomers.
,-&i"~the back of our minds, however, we secretly hoped that the
Status Quo would be maintained.
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Walter Shaw and Mario Braggiotti
Score Huge Success at Eastern

EASTERN MAY
BE USED TO
TRAIN WAACS

NUMBER 8

TONIGHT
Last Big Formal
Dance to be Given
in Walnut Hall

WMC Releases College
For Such Purpose and
The Junior Class presents the Junior Prom tonight in
All Indications Point
Walnut Hall of the Student Union Building from 9 till 1
p. m.
To Establishing Of
The -Prom, which is the outstanding dance of the WinSchool On Campus
ter Quarter, carries special significance this year in view

As our nation -grows -older it
is apparent that complete amalgamation has not taken place. Minorities have come to reach the
proportion where they could exist us individuals.
Ignorance,
prejudice, and lack of a coordinating force have allowed them to
continue. Race riots in Detroit,
gradual economic control, poll tax,
anti-lynching bill, alien registration, Bund, and K.K.K. sound
rattier vague and far off but they
have a terrible implication for the
future because they have not diminished In number nor scope.

NO CONTRACT YET

of the fact that it could very easily be the last big formal
for the duration of the war. Also, it is being given for a
Senior Class, the majority of which will graduate into some
type of war work.

An Associate*.- Press dispatch " '
• Miss Cleo McGuire cf Grayson,
from Washington Sunday stated
Ky., will represent the Junior class
By Ann Heffner
that Eastern Kentucky State
as their queen.
The duo-pianists Walter Shaw They were also the first to bring Teachers College had been reShe will be attended by Miss
and Mario Braggiotti literally humor to the concert stage when leased by the War Manpower ComHelen
Colvin,
Elizabethtown,
held a large audience of students, they presented their take-offs on
Tenn., and Miss Mary Marrs
famous
composers
on
the
theme
mission
for
use
In
training
of
the
faculty and townspeople spellBoard, Nlcholasvllle, pf the Senior
bound from the first notes of their Yankee Doodle.
Women's Army Auxiliary Corps
class.
The
program
played
by
the
two
The blame, I believe, rests with concert Monday night in Hiram
Representing the Juniors wUI
pianists was arranged by Brag- and indications are that such a
neither the uncompromising ma- Brock Auditorium.
be Miss Ann Gately, Ft. Thomas,
Jacques Fray, who was sched- giotti and ranged from Bach to unit will shortly be established.
jority nor the solidified minority,
along with Miss Beatrice Golns,
The release merely Indicated
it is not the Jew's fault that he uled to appear with Braggiotti boogie-woogie. Selections played
Richmond.
calls Jehova his God but worships but who is doing war work for the were by Bach, Wagner, Mous- that the facilities of the college
Roberts, Eeuper and
Miss Evelyn Coffman, Verona,
the dollar,. it is not the Negroes' O. W. I. in the form of broadcast- songsky, Debussy, Ravel, Gersh- were made available for the Wane
win
and
a
special
arrangement
of
and Miss Margaret Ann Hollying
to
his
native
France,
was
refault that he is drafted as an
Brady
Chosen
From
field, Charleston, W. Va., were
. American citizen but is called a placed by the brilliant young pi- Yankee Doodle by Braggiotti him- unit and did not necessarily Imply
self. This clever composition pre- that a contract would be let for
Eastern To Undergo
chosen as the Sophomore attend"colored man," It is not the fault anist, Walter Shaw .
Mr. Shaw, a native American sented the beloved American the use of the facilities, according
of certain religious groups that
Training in Meteorology ants.
they baptize for power and not born in Pittsburgh, began to play marching song In five ways; in to President W. F. O'Donnell, ot
The Freshmen chose Miss Ann
for God. It is the fault of the when he was five and since then, the four-voice tonal figure of
Heffner, Ashland and Miss Janet
Sponsored
By
Army
Eastern.
condition which allows them to while studying at the Juliard Bach, In the "Sonata appassionKnox, Ft. Thomas as their atPresident O'Donnell stated toexist m that form tt> which justice School of Music, was presented ata" style of Beethoven, as the
tendants.
with the Damrosch Award and nocturne by Chopin, as a Debussy day that no contract has been ofmust be meted out.
Music for the occasion will be
WILL BE OFFICERS furnished
the Juliard Fellowship. As Brag- prelude and with all the syncopaby Miff Moel and his
Human beings seem to live suc- giotti described him, "He is the tion and colorful rhythm of fered the school, although several
Frankfort Troubadors. Moel brings
groups of representatives of the
cesstuuy only when their living only pianist who can play Chopin's Gershwyn's Rhapsody in Blue.
is governed by sets of laws known Minute Waltz in forty-five secThe enthusiastic audience re- War. Department have been here
Three Eastern 'students, Gail with him a ten-piece organization
as sciences. If a chemist were onds." He Is also a very versa- ceived four encores; Summertime in recent weeks to inspect the Roberts, Jerry Keuper, and Ken which has played a number of
successful engagements tnruout
uiaKing a compound, he would do tile composer, playing anything from Gershwin's Porgy and Bess,
^Brady have b*en selected fcr spe- the Blue Grass. No breaks and
his Dest to use reactants contain- from the strictest classics to The Blue Danube, The Bumble school's facilities.
ing nomogenous molecules. There- boogie-woogie. He demonstrated Bee by RImsky-Korsakoff and as
He said that he was not able cial training in the special Army- schedule of the dance program la
tore, wny cannot the social scien- the jive type admirably in the a concluding number. Concerto in to predict what action the. War sponsored Meteorology Training as follows.
tist in maKing the social com- third encore, the take off on B fiat Minor by Tchaikowsky.
Program, Brady has already en1. Moonlight Mood.
The program was selected from Department may eventually take tered the Ba&ic Premeteorolpgy
pound of domestic tranquility, modern music.
2. I've Heard that Song Before.
see that without homogenous
Braggiotti is a former student an entirely original two piano li- toward placing a training unit school at
Coronation.
Vanderbilt
University,
components a pure product can- of the French Conservatory and brary, which ranges from organ here. Eastern's facilities have been
3.
Stardust.
Roberts and
not oe synthesized? It cannot be an active member of the Parisian works of Bach to songs of the offered, he pointed out, for use Nashville, Tenn.
Intermission.
Keuper expect to be called to a
left to the haphazard fortune of "avant-garde" of music. He and day. Shaw and Braggiotti, be4. Can't Get Out of This Mood,
cnance to. see ihat unification of his other partner, Fray, were the cause of their extreme versatility by either or both the Waacs and training school, the name oi
minorities will take place. It must first to give popular music the and scintillating style, are well the Army Specialized Training which has not been announced,
5. There are Such Things.
be tnrough a more scientific pro- significance of a concert hall per- worthy of their renown on the Corps.
6. The Boy in Khaki, the Glri
in
the
very
near
future.
cess. One need go no further formanoe In their debut in Paris. concert stage.
in Lace.
COMMITTEE MAV ACT
The training is divided into
tnan the fall of France or the
Guests and chaperones include
rabble-rousing methods of the
At a recent meeting of the three separate schools, namely the class of 1843, President and
school, Basic Premeteorology,
German Ministry of Propaganda
Board of Regents the executive B school, Premeteorology, and A Mrs. W. F. O'Donnell, Colonel and
to see why amalgamation must
committee, which Is composed ol school. The requirement for en- Mrs. John R. Starkey, Lieutenant
take place. The more complete it
Mrs. Guy Whitehead, Dr. and
is and the sooner it occurs, the
President O'Donnell, James M. Al- trance into the school run. from and
Mrs. Chaa. A. Keith, Mr. and Mrs.
C
school,
which
asks
for
high
better it wlU be for America, if
verson, member of the board of re- school credits, to A school, which Virgil Burns, Mrs. Lucille Whitenot the world. We need a sciengents,
and Spears Turley, treas- demands that the candidate com- head and Mrs. Emma Y. Case.
tific basis for brewing In the
urer of the board, was authorizeo plete college mathematics through
"Boiling Pot" so that the cook
can pour from it the homogenous
to represent the college In nego- Differential and Integral Calculus.
brotn of America and leave behind
tiating a contract with the gov- The candidate is classed as a Private, U. S. Army Air Forces
the heterogenous bones of the
In Tournament To
National Leaders In
ernment's representatives.
while he is in C school and B
worlds that drove people to jump
Tentative plans of the War De- school respectively, and becomes
into the cauldron.
Be Held February
Work Will Deliver
partment call for the establish- Aviation Cadet, Ground Crew, U.
ment about March 16 at East- S. Army Air Forces while he Is
25-26-27 At Weaver
Messages To Annual
ern of the Army Administration attending the A on, advanced
Meeting Of Groups
Health Building
Members of Air
School Pf the Women's Army Aux- school.
iliary Corps. This school would
The status of the candidate afForce Reserve
train women for service with the ter successful completion pf the
headquarters staff both in the course is Second Lieutenant, ArFRIDAY, MARCH 5
TICKETS ON SALE
Ordered to Report
United States and abroad. To my of U. S. In-the Air Forces
qualify for this training, Waacs and they will remain on active
for Training
. The Eastern "Y" organizations
Western's twice-beaten Hilltop- would have to spend at least three duty for the duration, plus six
will hold their annual banquet in pers, ruled odds-on favorites to months in one of the basic schools months unless otherwise released.
the Blue Room of the Student win this year's K.I.A.C. tourney, at Dea Moines, Iowa; Daytona
The training program for all GO FEBRUARY 26
Union Building at 6:30 p. m., will bring a star-studded basket- Beach, Fla., or Fort Oglethorpe, three schools lasts over a period
Miss Eastern, Miss
Ga.
rch S, 1943. All members of ball aggregation to Eastern next
of 26 months and is carried out
Popularity and Mr.
Y"s and faculty " members weekend to defend the title which
College authorities said that the at various colleges and universiThirteen members of the Army
who are interested are urged to theyjiave held too long.
entire unit pf Waacs, numbering ties all across the nation that are Air Force Enlisted Reserve at
Popularity Will Be
attend. Tickets may be purchasGeorgetown and Berea will of- from 660 to 700, could be hcuseo cooperating with the Federal gov- Eastern State Teachers College
ed from Betsy Ann Smith, Louis ficially open the festivities at 7:30 In Burnam Hall. The Waacs ernment in their specialized have received their orders from
Named By Students
Powers, Dr. Farris or other mem- Thursday night and Eastern and would use several other buildings training program.
the War Department to report
bers of the Y cabinets.
It alsp might be pointed out. for training February 26. Threo
Transy will clash in the second Jointly with the college. President
Miss Minnie Maude Macaulay, game at 8:30. Berea should take O'Donnell emphasized that the that the training program fits will go to Miami Beach, Florida,
FEBRUARY 23-24
former dean of women at Ottawa the Georgetown boys in tow al- training program sponsored by the each candidate to serve as a com- for their basic training and the
University, Kansas, and Miss though the score will be close. It Army would in no way affect the bat officer in order that he may others to Keesler Field. Miss.
Those who will report to. Miami
In a rcent interview, Carl Fern Babcock, member of the will be Hienze of Berea and his college program carried on for readily dispose pf any emergency
Student Council of the 57 varieties of shots, against Biff the regular students.
i
which might cpnfront him In his Beach are Don Cawood, sophoRisen, editor-of the Milestone, National
Y.W.C.A., will speak. Miss Ma- Jones of Georgetown in this game.
more from Harlan; James R. O'Plenty of dormitory space for theater of actipn.
asked that the following be an- caulay
is now head of the Women's Eastern should wallop the Tran- the regular students at Eastern
Donnell, Junior, son of President
nounced:
Physical Education Department sylvania handily due to past per- will be available, since it appears
and Mrs. W. F. O'Donnell, of
Latonia
Pastor
at Berea.
Richmond; Ray Hpgg, Junior,
ELECTIONS
formances.
now that nearly all of the men
from Mayking.
Miss Babcock, former Regional
The Miss Eastern, Miss PopuThe second round gets under students will be called to army Pays Tribute To
Reporting tp Keesler F4eld will
larity and Mr. Popularity elec- Secretary.pf the Southwest area way pn Friday evening when duty shortly after March 20 and
be Clinton Allen, Barnes Mill
tions will be held Tuesday and la the author of several pamph- Murray has a breather with Cen- the men's dormitories will be Lieutenant Rodgers
Road, Richmonc, a freshman;
Wednesday, February 23 and 24 lets which are available for use tre and Morehead ties up with largely vacant after that date
sophomore
A memorial service was held William Bennedett,
in the Recreation Room of the by the students (see Betsy Ann Wesleyan. Here is the game te unless the college does particiStudent Union Building. Students Smith or Elizabeth Williams). She watch. Wesleyan is hctter than pate in the army training pro- for 2nd Lieut. James S. Rodgers, Elm Grove, W. Va.; Ralph Akers,
Louisville;
WUlard
are asked to volunteer to assist in witt be on the campus March 5th blazes Just now and If they are gram, either for Waacs or some Jr. Sunday, February 7, in the freshman,
and 6th and is anxious to have pn in the tourney they may take other phase of the program.
Latonia Baptist church, Latonia, Grizzell, sophomore, Portsmouth,
the voting.
personal conferences with the stu- Ellis Johnson's favored Eagles
Ky. Rodgers, an aviator with the O.; Thomas Hack worth, freshCLUB PHOTOS
dents. Conference periods will be down. Wesleyan will have to stop
U. S. Marine Corps, was killed in man, Portsmouth, O.; Lionel King,
Clubs having individual pic- announced later.
a plane crash somewhere in the sophomore, Paris; Robert McDuncan, the highest scorer in the Eastern Graduate
tures are requested to have the
Pacific January 13. He entered Henry, Newport sophomore; Carl
The Y.W.C.A. is planning to go league, If they hppe to beat More- Wins Citation In
cuts made at the same studio that in groups to the local Red Cross (CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)
service October 13, 1941. His Scott, sophomore, Portsmouth, 6.;
made the members' pictures. The Chapter and roll bandages on
Sandford Weiler, freshman, Harbody was recovered.
South
Pacific
club secretary should collect the Wednesday afternoons from 1 to
Tribute was paid to Lieutenant lan; John Whlsman, junior, Clay
cuts and turn them in to the Mile- 4:30. Anyone interested should Ralph W. Whalin
City.
According to Associated Press Rodgers by John E. Huss, pastor
stone before the end of the quar- see either Miss McKinney or Betof
his
church,
and
by
friends.
The
dispatches reaching the U. S.
Publishes Article
ter. Each cut costs twenty-five sy Ann Smith for retails.
from an advance base in the memorial service included the fa- March 20 is Deadline
cents.
On Visual Aids
South Pacific, Capt. Morris vorite hymn of the flyer, a salute
Creech,
graduate pf Eastern is do- to the flag, roll call, prayer by Dr. for Material Offered
SERVICE PAGES
Glee Clubs To Give
Mr. Ralph W. Whalin. head of ing his share in winning the war J. W. Black, and the message.
Six pages of this year's annual
Eastern's department of industrial In the Pacific.
Lieutenant Rodgers' parents, to '42 Belle Lettres
are to be used for photographs Chapel Program
arts and now pn leave with the
The report states that recently who live at 121 East 40th street,
of Eastern graduates, former stuArmy, has an article in the Jan- a Flying Fortress, piloted by Latonia, received a package JanThe editor-in-chief of Eastern's
dents and instructors who are now
The assembly program for Wed- uary Issue pf the professional Creech and William Healy of uar 30 ccntainlng the wings and literary publication, Belles Letin the service. Students who are
nesday, Feb. 24, win be given over magazine, "The Industrial Arts Freeport, 111., was attacked by bars and other personal effects tres, wishes to announce to the
in contact with such men are ask- to
the Glee Clubs under the direc- and Vocational Education" on the three Japanese Zero fighters with a ncte from their son's com- student body that the deadline
ed tp secure such photographs and
tion of Mr. Van Peursem and a use of visual aids in the training while on a scouting mission, but mandlng pf fleer saying "These are for tills year's issue has been set
turn them in to the Milestone.
talk by Mr. V. E. Burns.
department of the Armored Force they fought off the Zeros and re- the personal belongings of your at March 20 th. Any student havSTUDENT PHOTOS
Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes will School at Fort Knox, where Mr. turned to their base safely.
son, 2nd Lt. James S. Rodgers, ing material to submit for publiAll students who have not yet address the student body on March Whalin has been stationed since he
In addition to this, Captain Jr." Monday, Feb. 1, they received cation must turn it in to either
had their pictures taken should 3, during the regular chapel peri- entered the service last year. Mr. Creech was cited for leading a a telegram from the commandant Betty Strachan, Mary Lou Lucy,
have this done immediately. If od Bishop Hugnes, who Is an Whalin is a member of the staff Flying Fortress attack on Rekata of the Marine Corps notifying or Dr. Clarke before that date.
you did not receive a card for outstanding churchman, lecturer, of the teacher training depart- Bay, Jap base on Santa Isobel Is- them of Lieutenant Rodger's
The material submitted may
your appointment, see some mem- and former president of Boston ment. He is an outstanding au- land,-north coast of Guadalcanal. death. Besides his parents. Lieu- Include essays, poems, or short
ber of the Milestone staff about University, Is making: his second thority In the field of industrial Creech's bomber came back with tenant Rodgers la survived by a stories. Contributions from men
In service are also eligible.
appearance at Eastern.
It
arts.
OM bullet hole in it
■liter, Amelia.

THREE LEAVE
FOR SPECIAL
INSTRUCTION

SPEAKERS ARE HILLTOPPERS
SELECTED FOR WILL DEFEND
"Y" BANQUET KIAC TITLE

MILESTONE
ANNOUNCES
ELECTIONS

£■

13 EASTERN
BOYS CALLED
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The Eastern Progress
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Press Association
Entered at the postofflce at Richmond, Kentucky,
as second-class matter.
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MARCH GRADUATES
At the end of this quarter, eleven of Eastern's students will graduate. Theirs will not
be the traditional graduation such as we of
the June class will have. They will merely
pack up their belongings and leave.
In spite of the fact that they will not have
a graduation ceremony and thus will have no
use for a cap and gown, they are being
charged the full graduation fee. This does
not seem exactly fair or worthy of the school
we all love and respect. We, therefore, honestly believe that some other arrangements
should be made.
SO LONG, JOHN
Just before this issue went to press, John
Whisman, a staff cartoonist, drifted in and
announced that he, a member of the Air
Corps Reserve, had received his call to active duty.
We of the Progress staff will have good
cause for missing John, as will everyone else
in school. Not only was he a really swell fellow personally but he was one of those rare
people who was always willing to help others.
Every club in school at some time or other
has needed posters and ever since last fall
John's been the one who made them. One
need only go through the Rec. Room and
look at the signs advertising student activities. Nearly every one of them has the characteristic "Johnny" printed across a .corner.
So we say our goodbyes to the kind of
student any school is proud to have, one
who is capable, unselfish, and likable.

■

A RUDE AWAKENING
Last Monday night after hearing the
Braggiotti-Shaw duo-piano concert a number
of students realized that they had been missing a lot in the way of musicr Now these
students began to see an entirely new world
unfolding before their eyes, in their ears and
through their minds. A world of notes and
masses of black spots on music paper, which
up till this time they had considered "high
brow." They saw a world that they might
have missed because they had not learned
to appreciate good music. They ask themselves: why don't I understand music? and
they wonder if it is because of methods employed in teaching the subject to them.
Two faculty members were overheard last
week discussing their respective attitudes toward music of the heavier vein. While one
admitted enjoying music fully, the other
stated that the classics held for him no more
than a mixed conglomeration of strange
noises. However, he did make several statements which might lead to a revised method
of presenting music to a student lacking in
knowledge of this fine art. He stated that he
did enjoy melodies that were familiar to him,
and thought that the music of the masters
could be made appealing to the masses if
music appreciation could be approached from
the popular end. In other words, familiarize
the people with the simple folk melodies and
songs that they enjoy, first; then after these
have been accepted, move into music of the
semi-classics and then to the grand opera
and the longer selections of the three B's.
Knowing music 4s an advancement in-culture in the makeup of anyone; thus another
solution in helping the average layman become better acquainted with better music.
I find that if one knows the story behind the
song he can more readily approach the work
■with some understanding of why It was written and thus be eager to hear the music.
If one is aware that the maestro Tchaikovsky
was taken by death only nine days after conducting his Sixth Symphony for the first
time and never knowing that the score was
a success, it is then that the true valu&of
the work comes to be appreciated. Foffifcing this particular piece.of music down to
the present day, one can again find its memorable melody in the popular "Story of a
Starry Night," which is taken from the same
Tchaikovsky Sixth.
Speaking now of the affect of music on
the soul, I doubt if the minds of very many
people were outside the walls of H. B. auditorium while Bragiotti and Shaw pressed
the ivories in Ravel's haunting "Bolero."
Perhaps in this world where people'^jriinds
are so disrupted by the worries that accompany war, it might be well if the individual
could rest his mind from the daily strife,
using music as a sort of anesthesia.
Last year the Carnegie Room was at the
disposal of the student body at least twice a
week. We feel as if the reopening of the Carnegie Room at least on Wednesday afternoons would be greatly appreciated by many
of the students. The reopening of this room
might create the desire for some to become
acquainted with the world that was exposed
to them last Monday night.
B.L.S.
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MAROONED
A DIRqp FOR
with BOB RYLE AND ROY GHXIGAN
DEAR OLD EASTERN
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
. . AND ME
If things take place as they should, all stuff being
—John D. Whisman.

EDUCATION IN ARMS
WASHTNGTON-*-ACP)—As college administrators wait with
crossed fingers, guesses on the date for selection of schools for the
Army-Navy college training program have been moved a notch to
March 1.
A nine-man board representing Army, Navy, and War Manpower is plowing thru questionnaires describing facilities of nearly
every college in the country. Secretary of War Stlmson has warned
schools it will do no good to try lobbying for their Institutions. Colleges are taking the hint
Meanwhile, Brig. Gen. Joe N. Dalton, the Army's assistant chief
of staff fqr personnel, has made a point of clarifying the status of
men who wul eventually enter the specialized training courses.
"The trainee is not a coUege boy in uniform," says General
Dalton. "He's a doughboy in a military unit located at a college.
This program is not designed to offer a nice, soft spot for young
men who have been inducted into the service."
GOVERNMENT GIRLS
The lot of a white collar girl in Washington is not exactly a
happy one. Her folks at home fondly think she's getting a heavy tan
from sharing the spotlight with big shots, growing giddy in the
whirl along embassy row, and making big money. Those who don't
know her think she's primping on taxpayers' money. Congressional
growlers picture her as a cross between a reliefer and a shiftless
squatter.
Actually, she's a hard worker who has a tough time looking
trim on $1,440. She gets homesick inore often than she'll admit.
Her morale may not be much—but it's all she has to keep her going.
And now her morale has had three quick lifts. Congress raised
her pay by giving her time and a quarter for overtime she's worked
unpaid for months. A hospitality, committee has finally started working to help her mee£ service men—an important matter in a town
without enough young men to go around. And no less a personage
than Mr. FDR has told Congress to Its face that government workers
are doing Jobs that must be done to win the war.
High time, too, say the government girls.

Contemporary Issues

'

/

By ARNETT MANN AND RUSSELL C. WEINGABTNER
Today, the most vital "contemporary issue" is one which is concerned, not with today, but with tomorrow. Our main interest at
this time is to shape our future course with wisdom and vision.
None of us need be told that the outlook appears darker than at
any time before in our lives. While we Americans were trying to
make more money than anyone else, the world was being stricken
with a dreadful disease, the disease of militarism. When the symptoms of this disease first appeared, we refused to take any steps
to cure it. Even yet we do not realizethe seriousness of it.
This present war is one of the' first, but perhaps not the most
severe, of the misfortunes which will beset us. Taken as a whole,
the enUre scenario consists of a series of incidents which reach back
into the past at least as far as the Franco-Prussian war and into
the future to a point no one can predict. We can now see the milestones along the way—the first World War, the depression that began in 1929, the'second World War—all heading us . . . only heaven
knows where.
Many economists «nd political scientists have been predicting
a dire future for the United States and for the world as a whole.
After the war, this country must supply food to a starving Europe.
The task will be one more strain on an already overburdened economic system. Win the old economy be able to solve all of the enormous problems which are beginning to descend upon ua? Can
"Americanism"—which means America's particular brand of Imperialism—find jobs for the millions of returning soldiers? Can it
produce enough to maintain a standard of living high enough to
keep our people satisfied? Can it produce a surplus for other nations?
Can it produce enough to pay off the war debt?
Certain economists, chief among them Stuart Chase, are of the
opinion that America can do all of these thirigs—but not with the
old type of business practice. Much of our previous economic thought
must be revised. Tariffs must become something in a history book.
Technological unemployment—the displacing of workers by machinery—must be succeeded by full employment and a national production many times as large as It now is. At our present industrial development, say these economists, American Industry could produce
far more than it normally does. The amount of increase is said to be
almost unbelievable.
It is apparent, then, that If these changes are to be accomplished,
the leaders who brought us to this present dilemma must abandon
their former principles—or America must find new leaders. The
only alternative is internal revolution, governmental collapse, or some
form of totalitarianism.
From the trend of the war, the most likely prospect seems to
be Fascism. When our old institutions prove inadequate—as it Is
almost certain they wul—American "big business" may find it necessary to resort to more vigorous means in order to prevent chaos.
If the pubUc Is not alert, Arrterican democracy may graduaUy take
on more and more the color of Fascism, until the end result is a
dictatorship.
In wartime Fascism might creep up on America disguised as
temporary measures. Our danger lies mainly in the belief that the
defeat of the enemy justifies using any means, even those undemocratic means employed by the Axis. America's cooperation with
Fascist elements in North Africa could possibly mark the beginning
of an era.
But there can be little criticism of such tactics while the war is
on. Our leaders In Washington are all patriotic, well-intentioned men.
Their methods are necessary to the effective waging of war. The
point to remember is this: we must always understand what we
have been forced to adopt temporarily during a war. Only by understanding these measures can we, in peacetimes, return to democracy.
. '
The new order would probably not come suddenly, but would
creep upon us as death creeps upon a man lost In a Snowstorm.
Most of us would never recognize our danger until too late.

My heart is broken. My head Is
bowed. The die is cast. Fair fortune has frowned, heart and soul
are racked with misery. Woe is
me.
Eastern—ah the thoughts that
flood my brain as those noble two
syllables caress my ears. To think
that I who have known Eastern
in all its glory, have loved each
brick of its buildings, each teacher on its faculty (gulp), each
little part of all of it—must now
leave It knowing that it is to be
defiled, utterly and completely.
Yes, I said def Ued, make no mistake about It. The recent announcement that Eastern has been
•selected" as a W. A. A. C. training center is a forewarning of impending ruin of the Eastern we
Know—a prophecy of Eastern s degeneration into a com Dined gin
scout camp, Vassar, and sultana
uarem. Consider lor a minute,
what will happen to the traditions,
the Institutions that have actually
made Eastern the school we love.
Take a last, fleeting look ai
the boys' aorm, or latner tne
men's dorm, ixext quarter, nearly all men stuueius gone, several
nundred W. A. A. U ». on tne
campus, and where win tney stay i
none look now, but tnat IOOKB
iiKe curtains m McCreary nan.
ihose stalwart wans tnat nave
grown accustomed to maniy
speech, that have actually turneu
green wmie soaking in uie virile
words of masculine thoughts, may
oegin to crumole unaer tne etteminate blasts of tnese aame
Knights. The word is aame. anu
the basements, wnere now purpic
and white, and red and green
striped and checked bouquets
oiossom on washdays, will assume
that pink bloom, alter the w. A.
A. C. S. have moved In. And ii
that was you wno said olive draD
—you're not acquainted with tne
basic facts, my friend.
And Rat Court, what about Rat
Court? Do you think for one minute that a Cat Court or a WacK
Kwort can uphold aU the traditions winch nave been establisned by the Rat Court as a worthwhile institution at Eastern?
The celebrated bull session, will
it be known as the dear meet or
as the cow pow-wow?
And no longer will Mr. Keith
be able, much as he might like,
to go through Miller Hall to
"quieten down" the radios, dang
it all!
I have named only a few, but
there are countless numbers oi
such things which have endearea
themselves to men of Eastern,
which wiU vanish with the feminine invasion.
Those of us fortunate enough to
be able to return to Eastern after
the war will find a strange ana
foreign campus, devoid of ail masculine influence. Lace doUies on
the little tables in the Student
Union, the gosh-awful smell of
powder (not the kind we'll be used to) pervading the atmosphere,
little flower patches around the
buildings, the home ec department moved to the administration
building, formerly btue-serged ana
properly tied decorous professors,
trucking 'round In plaid sport
coats and shirts, and many more
such things will greet the warweary soldier on his return to
school.
If Henry Wallace stops to think
about such things as this going
on all over the country he is apt
to become a bit dubious about the
post war situation.
And so, brother, I am low. I
got blues in the night and midafternoon melancholy. Bad luck
is doggin' mah trail. Six hundred
glamor gals on the campus next
quarter and me goln' to th' army
In a few weeks. Man, ah ain't
nevah missed the boat so completely.

EXCHANGES
WAR DOGS
Out at Walnut Hall farm, we
hear, they are training a number
of dogs for service with the armed forces. A graduate of that
school, we presume, is a genuine
boogie woogie beagle boy.
Ky. Kernel
INTRODUCTION ? t
She: "I'm Suzette,
dancer."
He: "Shake!"

oriental

TRAVEL—1943
Beside the empty used car mart
The village smithy stands;
The smith is mighty glad of heart
For business still expands.
The busy forge he engineers
Is like his heart-aglow;
This man has waited 60 years
To say "I told you so."
He hears a motor and its noise
Comes to him from afar.
It passes and he says 'look, boys,
It is a motor car."
Then, once again his sledge he
swings
And says as he well may:
"I knew when I first saw them

things
They wasn't here to stay."

equal and no holds barred, tonight is prom night—
that.Is If tonight is Friday, February 19, but If It
happens to be Friday, February 26, or sometime "
March, undisregard above statement. We hope
is clear. Then tomorrow night we play Unio;
very tough tUt, and about the fifteenth of
the WAACS start drifting if, If you
these Cincinnati newspapers, and five
that we start drifting out, and you may
word for that. Since we've haa no officii
about the weather, we'll skip it.
THAT WIND WAS MEANT FOR SD3ERIA,
THERE MUST BE SOME MISTAKE:
The other morning I awoJje
And heard an awful din.
'Twas my thermometer outside:
It wanted to get in.
CONTEMPTUOUS ISSUES:
From the reception of our last column by the intellectual element, we expect to be called In on all
presidential conferences and other important events
in an advisory capacity and as authorities on the
plausibility of weighing fish by the scales on (heir
backs. We regret to say, however, that scarcely'-*
had our effort reached print when we discovered
that Westbrook Pegler had stolen the whole idea
almost verbatim. Which just shows you can't trust
anybody these days. Some of the most important
events in the world today, analyzed down to absolutely skin and bones, are thus:
Fox DeMoisey Is being sent as technical expert to
the Tunisian front where the Germans are trying
to gain ground by means of a Faid Pass. . . No
kidding, that' Sfax. . . Two French battleships have
finally arrived in New York harbor after .being
grounded for several weeks in JJonovan's lake. . .
England's new Beveridge plan seems to be some
new left-wing plan for substituting cocktail hour
for their former tea-time. . r Tommy Manville is
again a divorcee but that might all be changed by
the time the paper comes out. . . England is giving
Germany the Hess-laff after the big stink from
Cologne. . . Picture Ed Diddle weeping large, bitter
tears into that towel up at Chicago last week. . .
Honest, what happens to Little Orphan Annie
shouldn't happen to a horse-thief. . . The F. B. I.
Is carrying on a strenuous investigation on the
housing of the Old Lady Who Lives in a Shoe, and
will take steps to move her into a last-year's shower
sandal or some such stuff. . . We hear tell of some
places where they're just now beginning to use
horse meat. And that thupports our theory perfectly.
HEY, DIDDLE, DIDDLE:
When the Toppers went to New York
They advertised the stunt,
But since Murray defeated them,
All'( quiet on the Western front.
HOW TO WATCH A BASKETBALL GAME:
With the approach of the K.LA.C. Tournament,
we felt it only right to dash off a little guide to
the spectator. Here are some helprUl hints:
1. Before going over to the gym, stop by the library and pick out a good book, such as Barnes'
history, or the "Seven Lady Godivas" or the like,
in case it turns out to be another one of those like
the Darnall and Transy games:
*
2. Get a seat where you'll be sure no one else
will sit. If you can locate yourself about twelve
feet directly above the center circle, it'U help a lot.
3. Yell like the dickens at the referee. It may
not always be his fault but yell anyhow, he's getting
paid for it. And it proves you know a lot about the
game.
4. If you're trying to get out of the bleachers
and somebody gets in your way, step on his coattail, or better still, stick your knee In his face.
Commando tactics are quite the thing these days.
5. To the gentlemen: you'll get the most out of
the game by keeping your eyes on the ball and off
the visiting co-eds.
IN MEMORIAM:
These poor Air Corps guys who are being dragged
ruthlessly out of college and sent to such out of the
way places as Miami Beach and the Gulf coast are
really pitiable. It's tragic, no less.

PROPOSCANDA
SCRAMBLINGS AND SCRAWLINGS
THE VICE VERSA AND PROM
Compliments to the girls of the senior class for
a dance that was enjoyed by all. It looks to me as If
Walnut Hall (the Ice palace) could stand a few
more of the same,' which reminds me that tonight
Is the night of the Junior Prom. Take my word
when I say that the Troubadours will present a
talented group of musicians. If anyone knows where
I might find a date I will welcome suggestions.
This will be the last one tin we get back, boys, so
let's make it one to remember.
NOTES
Wonder what the girls who were campused are
doing for themselves. Such stuff as brown nosing
council members, cow sessions, and midnight snacks
are probably being practiced. For a good debate
have Caroline Willis and Ed. Howard give the one
they presented in Sigma Tau PI initiation. Do you
reckon Scoonie can get Leroy to go to Indiana for
the weekend? Glad to see Sallee, Crites, Coward,
Dunavent, etc., back for the weekend. I don't know
just when we are going to get used to seeing Snydor
walk around without her shadow. Will Ivan be
there? And Bill Earl. Odds are two to one they
won't.
Covington's Casonova, meaning Bob Ryle, gave
the girls a break Friday night. We saw him enter
the girls' hall with McNeil; he left without much
ado and walked straight into the fence that surrounds the Ravine. Nothing wrong with Robert.
Morehead was also In 7th heaven. No wonder though
Mary Graham looks better than ever. My apologies
to Foreman. He never had anything to worry about.
I'd like to see someone make Ann (Stoneface) Heffner smile. Best freshman couple, Bill Held and Ann
Gary. It looks as though T. Douglas has the inside
track where the Jr. Prom Queen is concerned. Wonder what would have happened if Fuson had come
to Eastern last week. How she does It is more than
I can see. Who packed Mae's clothes when she went
on her honeymoon? Shame? Mrs. Darling gave an
Interesting lecture In the girls dorm when she was
here a couple of weeks ago.
SUPER SCOOP
A last we have the low down on that campus luminary and well known ladies' man, Larry (Christmas Tree) Kees. We feel It our solomn duty to publish the following insertion which we found on one
of Larry's valentines: "I'm sorry I never see you
anymore. Even though you may have someone else,
that shouldn't keep you from writing or even
coming down. I couldn't treat you like that. Remember me?" (Signed) Eileen. It pains us deeply
to think that we have such a monster in our midst.
WOLF OF THE WEEK
Take a back seat to Bob Smith and Gregory
and make way for a new WOLF! No one has yet noticed the sex appeal (as one girl defined it) of the
goal making center of Eastern's basketball team.
And we don't mean Risen. Yes siree, line up In columns of four and salute the Wolf of The Week
haling from the mountain metropolis of Mousie,
Ky., we present Copper John Campbell.
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ON AND AROUND
THE CAMPUS

ita.

Word-Adams
Miss Chlorine Word, student of
Hopkliisville High school became
Ihe bride of Mr. Hugh Carney
Adams, freshman at Eastern
State Teachers College last Sunday afternoon, February 14. The
ceremony was performed in Hopkinsvllle. The young couple took
a short wedding trip to the home
of Mrs. Adams' grandparents before resuming their studies.

waiting her call to the W. A V. E.
S.
Beryl Anderson visited Valda
Murphy.
Marguerita Rlvard, a former
graduate, spent the weekend here.
Theda Dunavent, graduate of
last year, was guest of Cleo McGuire.
Betty Fulton, student at Centre
College, spent the weekend with
Ann Heffner.
Elolse Womack visited Evelyn
Reece.
Flossie Taylor was the guest of
Cordelia Taylor.
Sarah Brummett and Margie
Eiford visited Edith Brummett.
Floyd Thomassal and Frank
Walker of'Centre, were guests of
Geneva Myers.
Iceland Arnold visited Mary
Glenn.
Polly Beade of Mlllersburg, visited Beverly Mosely.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Snyder of
Ashland were "the guests of their
daughter, Mary Lou.
Weekend guests of Betty Bennett were Mrs. R. W. Johnson,
Mrs. Neale Bennett and Skippy
Gibson.

Weekend Visitors:
Misses Louelle Combs and Nell
Evans visited Nancy Evans.
Wanda Rose of Ludlow was the
guest of Ann Hanlon.
Mary Graham of Parkersburg,
West Virginia, visited friends over the weekend. Miss Graham at- Out of Town:
tended Eastern last year and is
Alice Campbell spent the week-

JUST RECEIVED!
GABARDINE RAINCOATS
With
WAAC HATS TO MATCH

THE LOUISE SHOP

PAGE

LETTERS FROM
EASTERN BOYS
ABROAD

By ANN HANLON ANB BETTY K. LULLARD
Fawbush-O'Donnell
_Mae Elizabeth Fawbush of BenKy., was married to James
nell in the home of Presnd Mrs. W. F. O'Donnell
6, 1943 at 11:00 a. m.
le and groom are now renn the home of the presJoe Bill Siphers and CarMiller were the only at-

(
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The following letters have been
received by Miss Mary Frances
McKinney, Alumni Secretary, and
we, the editors, feel that these letters would be of Interest to Easttern students.
It is with this thought that we
reprint these letters.
Pfc W. H. Barton
San Francisco, California
Deo. 6, 1842
Dear Miss McKinney:
Greetings from way down under!
Just a few lines to let you know
that everything is going along
fine, although the weather is starting to get hotter. I guess It
would sound odd to you, telling of
the nice swim I Just had, but
down here one can go swimming
every day, whether It is June or
December.
I had a letter the other day
txpm Lt. Walter Mayer. He stated that everything was under control up there In the colder climates.
I sure enjoyed my brief stay in
Australia; the people there Just
couldn't do enough for us. They
think aU Americans are O .K. and
somewhat "Superman" to be able
to turn out ships and other materials so fast. They're right, wc
have the greatest nation in the
world and before this Is over everyone will know it. I'm Just
waiting my chance to get into the
fighting end of this war. This Is
land we are on is almost the safest place to be, but what we all
want is action, so we can get it
over with and come home as soon

THREE

as possibTeT"
We've been doing a lot of deer
hunting while we've been here,
there is an over abundance of
them. That Is about the only wild
life on this island. There Isn't a
snake or anything like that here.
•4Censored( instead of Spanish
and then maybe I could get around
here better. There are very few
of the population who speak Engiisn.
We have movies about three
nights a week. Last night they
had "The Male Animal," witn
Henry Fonda. It was real good.
I surely enjoy reading the "Progress." Wnen I was attending
eastern I took the paper as a
matter of course, just reatung the
items that caugnt my tancy. wniie
over here, 1 read every article,
and I especially like those by
Claude Rawnns, he s usuauy got
something in what lie writes. J.
miss Biu Hickman's article; may°hilhe'U 8ena °ne m °nCe m *
Give my best to all those at
Eastern. We'll be home soon and
i can complete my studies at
Eastern. Until later I am,
As always,
Pfc. Wm. H. Barton.
• • *
Rusty Wlcklund
The following paragraphs are
excerpts from letters written bv
Lieut. "Rusty 'Wickland, who U
interned in neutral Turkey
o Toio 'S from a letter dated Oct

. L °?} a very haPPy young lad
g ht
beside
£?
K „
,R'ght
the
bed by
this
typing tableme
is aonlarge
stack of letters from some very
dear friends in the states and my
beloved wife.
Also beside the
tpewriter on the table is a plate
RECENT BRIDE—Mrs. James Riley O'Donnell, above, was
of delicious sweet grape's to help
me concentrate on what I am
before her marriage on Saturday, February 6, Miss Mae
Turkey toni ht
Fawbush. Mrs. O'Donnell is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
nll^l
' doesn't
seem like a very' bad *
place
to be.
A. J. Fawbush, of Benham.
From
my
window,
I
can
see the
guest of Marjorle Getty in Cov0 Ankara
a
lngton.
nJ!!? J^l*".
' of homes
"no where
'«w
lighted
windows
end with Mary Louise McCuddy end at the University of KenMrs.
Harry
Blanton
spent
last
peace
reigns,
for
there
is
no
war
In Nicholasville.
tucky.
weekend in Paris with her son, here. Officers and soldiers in unChristine Chestnut was the
Jean Hathoway and Sue Chand- Mr. Blanton.
n
guest of Mary Richards in Ash- spent several days in Elizabethfw are the ?nIy """cations
Misses Betty LUlard and Billy Jh°V
that there might be unrest someland.
town, Tenn.
Yager spent the weekend in their where. If I didn't listen to the
Betty WiUiams spent the weekEloise Ammerman was the homes at Warsaw.
news broadcasts, I believe I would
not know there was a war
Living Quarters
Our living quarters have been
changed. We are living in the
city of Ankara in the Aksehir
Hotel. The. bedbugs are terrific
and the Turks in the street outside our windows the nolsest. The
rood is somewhat improved. This
is one of the poorest neighborhoods in Ankara. From early In
the morning until late at night
shabbily dressed, unshaven, unwashed Turks carry on a business
of trading old suits, pants, vests,
shoes, dresses, and what-not to
their fellow Turks. When I first
came here it seemed unbelievable,
but now I have become accustomed to it and can see that lt Is a
part of their lives and they are
happy in their crude way. I have
purchased a camera and will try
to get pictures which depict a few
of the scenes I have tried to describe.
< «_We are enjoying a little more
freedom. Most any time that we
Thm drilling aoundm mo mtrenmona—t
wish to go to town we may with
the company of a guard. The
Nonsense! The most beautiful women in America today
other day, however, my room-mate
are the girls in khaki! Some calisthenics and drilling are
and I went alone. This was real, ^ vital to general good health, discipline and tuned-up reflexes.
ly a treat. You can imagine how
free we felt. I had to use my little
After a few weeks at Fort Des Moines, Daytona Beach or the
knowledge in Turkish In some of
new Fort Oglethorpe training center you'll feel better than
the stores where we purchased
toilet articles and writing; P
paper
ever in your life.
Nov. 13, 1842
*
■"
Of all the letters I have received from the states, not one has
Magbe i wouldn't like thm work?
been multilated by the censor's
office. There hasn't been a word
People are happiest doing what they do well. Every effort
stricken from the pages. I can
really boast that I know a heap
is made to place you where your service will count most
of
loyal Americans who will comtoward final Victory. You may have some latent talent that
ply with anything the government
will fill a particular need for work interesting and new to
asks. I wonder if the representatives in Washington know how
women—such as repairing the* famous secret bombsight,
much the people rely upon their
rigging parachutes, operating the fascinating new electronic
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)
devices — or driving an Army jeep over foreign terrain.

<7&##/?C
Some questions and answers of Interest
to every patriotic college woman

■.'.

V

MM

Then I hmre a ekanee tm learn something new*

First ofall.Utke WAAC reaUg needed?
Emphatically yes! Already the President has authorized the
Corps to expand from 25,000 to 150,000. The Air Forces
and Signal Corps have asked for thousands of WAAC members to help with vital duties. Both Ground Forces and
Services of Supply are asking for thousands more. Members
of the WAAC may be assigned to duty with the Army anywhere — some are already in Africa and England.
tan thm WAAC reaUg kelp mjim thm war?
The whole idea of the WAAC is to replace trained soldiers
needed at the front. If American women pitch in now to help
our Army (as women in Britain, Russia and China do), we
can hasten Victory — and peace.
What

mm emUmge
College training is important equipment for many WAAC
duties too long to list. Cryptography, drafting, meteorology,
laboratory work, Link trainer and glider instructing, for example. If you are a senior you may enroll at once and be
placed on inactive duty until the school year ends. See your
WAAC faculty adviser for more details.

Yes, indeed. And the list of WAAC duties grows constantly.
The training and experience you get in the WAAC may
equip you for many stimulating new careers opening up
for women.

TTIoDison
THl/RS. b FRL, FEB. 18-19

What are mg ehanrem of promotion ?
Excellent. The Corps is expanding rapidly and needs new
officers, both commissioned and noncommissioned. Those
who join now have the best chances. All new officers now
come up through the ranks. If qualified, you may obtain •
commission in 12 weeks after beginning basic training.

SATURDAY,

FEB.

20

"JbHLOFTHf
I

ROY_ROGj
ROGfRf

Also!
Whmt im thm mmm range and mthmr rmrnmlrmmtmntm?
Very simple. You may join if you are a U. S. citizen, aged
21 to 44, inclusive, at least 5 feet tall and not over 6 feet,
in good health — regardless of race, color or creed. But the
Army needs you now—don't delay. Total War won't wait!

SECRETS OF
THE UNDERGROUND
' HUMUD . WfW. G«T . Ota H0WUN

Plus Chapt. 10 "Secret Code"
SUN. * MON., FEB. 21-2*

LlmguUta needed. V you sneak and wriie Spanish,
Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Radian, French, Germin
or Italian, we your local Army recruiting office note! Yoa
are needed for interpreting, cryptography, communications.

Bmt mmm i lire romtortaktg mm WAAC
There are few civilian jobs in which you could earn clear
income, as WAAC enrolled members do, of $50 to $138 a
month — with all equipment from your toothbrush to clothing, food, quarters, medical and dental care provided. WAAC
officers earn from $150 to $33333 a month.

llfomfn'* Arrnp \uxltiary

orpn
TUES. & WEDS., FEB. 23-24

U.S. ARMY

■ ICIDITIHt AN •
INIUCTI«N STATION

L. CRAWFORD \^J
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LOOSE -ENDS

SPORTS
Saturday night when the Union
Bulldogs of B'vllle Invade the Maroon gym, Coach Rome Rankln
will be putting four "Century
Men" against Dick Bacon. There
Is only one freshman.In this selected group and that is Goebe)
Ritter of Richmond, with a total
of 146 points, on the tail of the
tall 6 ft. 4 in. Copper John Campbell, who so far has hit the hoop
for a- grand total of 158 points.
Jack Dorna, another.freshman, is
only one point out of the 100
mark, Jack, by the way, missed
two free throws in the Morehead
game, which, if made, would have
put hini in the Kings Row.'.
•Stretch" Hudnall and Charles
Dorna have made 127 and 124
points, respectively. Buster Maggard, another Richmond lad, hat,
54 points to his credit; tied with
giant Arnold Risen, who also has
54.
Complete scores:
Campbell 159; Ritter 146; Hudnall 127; C. Dorna 124; J. Dorna
99; Maggard 54; Risen 54; Balionis 9; Tinnell 8; West 5; Adams 3;
West 3.
I would like to quote the College
Heights Herald, printed by W. K.
S X c
"Eastern, dark-horse team of
the tournament, is conceded a
good chance to reach the finals by
the experts.
The Rankin-men
should easily eliminate Transylvania's Pioneers since they smothered the Pioneers 85-34 a Week
ago. Coach Rankin is blessed
with three fine forwards—Lloyd
Hudnall, Goebel Ritter, and Charles Dorna—as well as two topflight centers — "Copper John"
Campbell and lanky Arnold Risen.
Cliff Tinnell, Jack Dorna and Buster Maggard will alternate at the
two guard positions for the Rlchmondites.
• • «•
K. I. A. C.
Sure Eastern is the dark horse.
But that doesn't mean that there
isn't-a team in Kentucky that
oan't stop the Hllltoppers. Sure
Western beat C. C. N. Y., St. Bonaventure and they are classed as
two of the best teams in the United States by many a sports writer. Cy Kritzer, sports writer for
The'Sporting News, ranked Western above Nojtre Dame, Southern
California, Duquesne, Indiana, and
others. But this still doesn't mean
that Western is a team that can't

miss; a team that nobody can beat,
because DePaul proved that. McKinney was out too, and he may
be out of the final game of the
K. I. A. C. tournament when Eastern (we hope) will tangle With the
mighty Hilltoppera, coached by
one of the nation's best—Ed Diddle. But still that doesn't prove
that Western will again win the
tournament, although they have
won it eleven out of twelve times.
We think Coach Rankin can put
up a team that will make the Hillloppers know that they have really been In a ball game, against
one of the fighten'st teams in
Kentucky.
Let's forget, about
the "\jjestern will win again" attitude. .*
• * »
Have you ever watched Coach
Rankin on the bench with his
boys? Saturday night when Eastern and-Union tangle, occasionally steal a glance in the direction
of Rome Rankin, then watch Dick
Bacon, Union mentor. Note the
difference.
» • •
HOW DO YOU PICK THEM?
To start the tournament rolling,
Georgetown and Berea pair off at
7:30 p. m. Thursday. We'll take
Berea. In the Thursday nitecap
we'll take Eastern over Transy
Friday we'll stick with Murray
over Centre, Western over Berea,
Eastern over Union by a slight
margin. Last year Union kept
Eastern out of the semi-finals. In
the Maroon's only game of the season with Union, Eastern won a
closely contested game by only
43-40. We'll pick Eastern by 10
pojnts in a season's game but in
a tournament it will be a closer
game. We pick Morehead over
Weslean
In the semi-finals its
Western over Murray and Eastern
over Morehead. In the final—well
—loyalty says Eastern; old head's
say Western. See you at the tournament.

UNDEFEATED
DYNAMOS TOP
INTRAMURALS
Injury and Departure
For Service In Army
May Seriously Out
Power Of Leaders
3 TIE FOR SECOND

Men's Spring

SWEATERS

$1.98
Others up to $3.98. Choice
of button front and slipover styles with V or crew
necks. In solid colors and
neat 2-tone color combinations.

NEW OXFORDS

$3.98
(Others to $6.00)
Buy
quality and get the maximum wear for your menejr
. . . and coupon! In tan or
black. Sizes 6 to 11.

»

Coming into the home stretch
the intramural basketball tournament standings are as follows:
Team
Won
Lost
Dynamos
7
0
Poker House
5
2
Outcasts
5
2
Richmond Reg..
5
2
Flying Tigers
3
4
Caissons
3
4
B. MO. C.
2
6
Big Beavers
2
5
Hangovers
0
7
Gl. Trotters (dropped) 3
3
The Dynamos, continuing on
their undefeated way, are still the
team to beat. However, with the
loss of the Dynamos' sellar guard,
Lionel King, to the Air Force,
and their high scoring forward,
Bill Dorna, who has suffered a
broken nose, the coming tournament has resolved itself to a
battle between the top four teams
plus the ever potent Caissons.
The Outcasts, strengthened by
addition of Roy Martain, have
definitely improved in the past
two weeks, and if Rasnick is able
to play will be formidable in the
tournament. The Regulars have
lost some irreplaceable men to
the Air Force but do not seem inherently weakened. The Poker
House, or more properly "The
Power House," are holding to second place. The keynote of the
season has been their defeat of
the Caissons by more than twenty
points.
The Globetrotters have been
forced to drop from the tournament. Since so many have been
called to the Air Forces in the
last two weeks, the vacating of
their suite was necessitated. This
has made it necessary for Elmer
Graham to announce that a new
drawing will have to be made for
the" tournament. The new drawing will be made in the Progress
office next Wednesday at three
p. m. All teams are requested to
have a representative present.
HILLTOPPERS WILL
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
head.
On Friday night Western and
Union who drew byes,, will enter
the ring when Union will be pitted against Eastern and Western
against the Berea-Georgetown
winner. The winners of these
games will play the Friday afternoon winners in the semi-finals.
Eastern, the dark-horse of the
tourney, will have its toughest
test when they run up against
Coach Bacon's Bulldogs of Union.
Union always has a tough tournament team and they will be set
for Eastern. You will remember
that Union met Western in the
finals last year after they had
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and Ritter with 11 points also bread is more, than any one of us
stood out for the winners.
eats in a whole day. So, we have
Morehead's scoring was well di- decided to use bread sparingly,
vided among all that played. Johnson was high with 13 points and placing the extra loaves in a pool.
In the neighborhood there are nuDuncan followed close with 10.
Thanks to the sailors training merous children who run about
at Morehead, Eastern had a large barefooted and shabbily dressed in \
cheering section. In one particu- search of food that they .can find
-♦By BUSTER MAGGARD
on the ground which different venThe Eastern Maroons, a team lar corner they even led yells for dors have dropped, such as nuta,__
that has been much more success- Eastern and did a good job of it. raisins, apples,' and the like.
ful In their home games than they
Christmas Day, however, we
have on games on foreign courts,
going to have these cr
just 1managed to break even on (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3) rounded up to be present^
their last two road games.
Judgment. I think the best people the bread we have savj
The Maroons journeyed to Win- in the world live in the United should have around tjiirf
chester Thursday, Feb. 4, and States. I am proud to be an to give away. So, at lc
after the 40 minute battle the American.
will have the Christmas
Maroons had the little side of the Christmas, Dec 28, 1942
This paragraph need not
score which read 64 to 49. Ky.
We are planning a Christmas tioned to anyone since it clE
Wesleyan rang up the first score gesture. Bread in this country is deplorable conditions which is a"
of the game, but Eastern tallied rationed to all the population, In- problem of the Turks>.and no one
soon after and managed to stay a cluding the soldiers. We, being else. We" have the same In cerlfttle in front for tne remainder soldiers and officers, come under ain parts, of our land. I rememof the first half, which ended 21 the military ration which is one ber- Christmas parties the "T"
to 20.
loaf a day. Now, one loaf of had for the same purpose.
With the start of the second
half the Maroons looked as It
they had started to put the game
on ice by registering four quick
field goals while Wesleyan was
adding only one free throw. However at this point the Panthers
A tumbling exhibition, featuring came to life and started a drive,
Irvin Kuehn *nd Walter Heucke and within a few minutes the
with Gall Roberts, William Aiken, Eastern lead was erased and the
Jack Ley, Ken Brady and Tom local lads moved to the front nevBaxter, provided half-time enter- er to be headed again.
Wesleyans' big gun in this sectainment at the Eastern-Berea
ond half really was Callahan, ace
game February 5.
Kuehn and Heucke directed the left handed pivot man, who colexhibit, which was staged as part lected 22 points in the fray and
of the stimulated physical educa- 16 of them in the second half.
Bad passing and turnovers, as
tion program instituted at the college as a result of wartime needs in other Eastern losses this year,
for a more capable specimen of was probably the determining factor in the game. However the
mankind.
All of the men's physical ed game was marked by a lot of
classes have the opportunity to roughness and the Winchester lads
take advantage of learning the got away with more than their
art of tumbling as a part of their share, since that seemed to be the
gym work.
Both Keuhn and aims of several of their players.
players were banished from
Heucke instruct, with Keuhn Three'
handling the more advanced tumb- the game for unnecessary roughness. Eastern lost Hudnell In the
lers and Heucke working with the first
half by this means and Tinbeginners.
In the second half. Wesleyan
Tumbling is considered by the nell
lost Reis at the same time that
phys. ed. department as a valu- Eastern
lost Hudnell.
able asset to young men who will
following Wednesday, Feb.
serve in the armed forces due to 10The
the Maroons traveled to Morethe fact that it trains the body head
their last game scheduled
to respond quickly in the face of away for
from home, and this time
.tin- most difficult obstacle with more
success.
Morehead
courses.
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF
showed
a
much
better
ball
Next Saturday night at the half than was shown earlier in theteam
seaof the Eastern-Union game, Mr. son when the two teams met, but
Heucke and Mr. Keuhn will pre- still our boys managed to be on
CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON
sent an exhibition of their skill the winning side of a 66 to 62
on the parallel bars.
score. Eastern opened the scoring with a crip shot by J. Dorna,
knocked off our Maroons in the followed by a field goal by 'CopSemis.
per" John Campbell.
Eastern
Although Western is the peren- maintained a narrow margin durnial favorite, the Hllltoppers won't ing most of the first half, but
be able to play around when they this was wrestled from them Just
go up against the Thoroughbreds before the horn sounded and MoreThe Beauty of Our Business is Flowers
from the Purchase. And the final head was leading 27 to 26.
Morehead Increased this lead at
game will be a natural no matter
the start of the second half and
who comes out on top.
Athletic Director .and Manager after about eight minutes had
of the K.I.A.C. meet, C. T. Hughes elapsed were on top by a 9 point
states that season tickets are on margin. At this point the Masale for $2.20. Tickes for indi- roons started a drive which soon
vidual games can be purchased brought them even with Morehead
for 75 cents. No student tickets and with about three minutes to
from any school will be honored play Eastern went to the front
and the tickets to all will be the and stayed there for the remainsame.
As yet tournament of- der.
Campbell with 18 points was
ficials have not been announced.
All games will start at the exact high point man for the night.
Teammates Jack Dorna with 12
time scheduled.

Maroons Break Even
on Last Road Trip

PHYSICAL ED
MAJORS ARE
TUMBLERS

Letters From

Act Staged During
Intermission of Net
Game With Berea Was
Under Direction of
Keuhn and Heucke

BE SEEN AGAIN

STATE BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Member Federal Reserve System

"Say It -With Rowers"

Richmond Greenhouses
Phone 188
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New Spring
SWEATERS,
BLOUSES,
SKIRTS

Have A Portrait Made
From Your Milestone
Picture

Mix and Match 'Em
Specials To Brighten
Your Spring Wardrobe

STANIFER'S STUDIO
[
Main St.
I Phone 39

SWEATERS
• $2.98
Sparkling Styles For Spring!

They're Designed For Spring!

DRESSES

COATS — SUITS

• Smart Polka Dots
« Dashing Prints

• Delightful New
• Smart Tweeds
• Gay Plaids

Styles

And 3.98
Slipover and button front
style sweaters. In the new
pastel tones for spring wear.
Included are all wool and
part wool fabrics. All sizes
in the lot.

BLOUSES
$1.25
Up To 2.98
Crisp spring blouses in solid
colors and stripes. Soft ray.
ons in colors and bright
floral patterns.

SKIRTS
$2.98
Up To 5.95
Part wool and all wool plaid
skirts in bright and subdued color combinations.
Select yours early for wear
from now through spring.

$4.98
An extraordinary group of
spring-fresh fashions for the
rirl on a budget! Classic frocks
in dots, gay casuals In smart
spring tones, new dressy models
with crisp lingerie touches!
Sizes 18-20.

You'll find Just what you've
been looking for in this group!
Classic tweed suits with precise
tailoring . . . fitted or swagger
coats In sparkling plaids Or
solid toned fleece! Slses 10-18.

